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DIGITAL ONE + TWO 

 2019-20 1 credit/40 weeks 

Renee Wrotniak PIONEER HIGH SCHOOL  

A132 
716.492.9300 
x1132 

rwrotniak@pioneercsd.org Extra help available 

each day with notice, 

and Wednesdays from 

2:15- 6:00 p.m. 

 
COURSE DESCRIPTION AND GOALS 
 
This course is recommended for students that have an interest in learning the 
fundamentals of digital photography.  Four areas of instruction will be 
emphasized: How cameras work, how composition works, styles of lighting, how 
to use photo editing software. Students will, generally, receive basic instruction, 
demonstration, and see samples of the desired outcomes, produce their own 
images and critique their work. Students will shoot in the classroom studio 
setting and at home.  Perhaps the most useful part of classroom instruction will 
be daily reviews of photographs that are produced by professionals, as well as 
their peers.  Emphasis will strongly be placed on establishing what makes a 
successful photo and what does not. 
 
 
LEARNING GOALS OF THE COURSE 
 
At the end of this course, you will: 
 

 Know how to use various features of the camera to have creative control of 
your photographs.  

 Be able to decide what type of lighting to use in a given situation to 
produce optimum results.  

 See how photographic composition can make or break a photograph  
 Understand how to use photo editing software to improve the overall 

appearance of images. 
 Gain an appreciation of the contributions of photographs of the past, 

present, and images of tomorrow. 
 

Digital One and Two will cover the following topics: 
1.     Various Camera Modes and their uses 

2.     Flash Modes 
3.     ISO settings 

4.    White Balance 
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5.    Drive Modes 
6.    Lens Focal Length 

7.    Exposure Compensation 
8.    Focusing Options 

9.    Depth of Field (Depth of Focus) 
10   Macro Photography 

11.  Portraiture 
12   Landscape 

13.   Action Photography 
14.   Still Life 

15 .  Candid Photography 
16.   Indoor Photography 

17.    Fine Art Photography 
18. Basic Techniques of Lighting (Including: Front, Side, Back, Defused, etc.) 

19. Basic Photo Composition (Including: Rule of Thirds, Panning, 
Framing, Selective Focus, Leading Lines, & Point of Interest) 

20. Basic Photo Editing (Using Photoshop) 
21. Advanced PS CC 

22. Knowledge of Pixels, Mega Pixels, DPI, PPI 
 

 
COURSE TEXT(S) AND/OR RESOURCES  
 
Textbook:  no formal textbook.  We will use many publications for 
reference such as American Photo magazine, CMYK, Digital Photo 
Magazine, Popular Photography, Click, Visual Communication, etc. 
 

 

GENERAL EXPECTATIONS: READY, RESPECTFUL, 
RESPONSIBLE 
 
Academic Honesty:  The Pioneer Central High School policy will be 
adhered to in all cases of academic misconduct.  Plagiarism is a serious 
offense.  All work is expected to be your own, original undertaking.  Using 
another’s work, with or without their permission and attempting to pass it 
off as your own is never permitted and will be severely penalized.  
(Consequences for academic dishonesty will be given consistent with the 
Code of Conduct). 
 
Submitting your original work: You have great ideas and abilities- 
put them to use! Obtaining or giving work to another student constitutes 
cheating.  Any student(s) found cheating will receive a 0 for that 
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assignment, and further penalties may also be applied based on the 
situation.  Given the nature of digital work, all images will be submitted 
as jpegs, which will code the date the image was taken.  Please update the 
date setting on your camera (feel free to bring it in if you need help).  
Submitting digital work that was taken from the web (or any other 
source) is not ethical and will not be tolerated.   
 
Statement Regarding Student Conduct:  Preparing to become a 
graduate of Pioneer involves more than academic preparation in the 
classroom.  Every day you need to demonstrate positive attitudes and 
behaviors that are consistent with our Code of Conduct.  All adults in our 
school will be watching to see that you are developing appropriate 
behavior and will provide you with feedback on your journey toward 
becoming world-class citizens. 
 
Class Attendance and Active Participation:  Required 
It is your responsibility to obtain all class notes and materials if and when 
you are absent from class.  If you are legally absent from class, you are to 
complete any missed work within FOUR days after returning to school or 
you will receive a 0 for that assignment (see the instructor if you are 
absent for an extended period of time).  If you are illegally absent from 
class, you will need to speak with the instructor (the day you return) so 
that they may review the circumstances with you.  Most likely, an illegal 
absence results in a zero for missed work. 
 
Deadlines and Late work 
When given an assignment to shoot, you must have your images ready the 
on the date it is due.  You will get 20 points for having them ready that 
day, and a zero if you do not.  However, once we start the editing and/or 
manipulation process, deadlines are more flexible, as students work at a 
different pace.  Deadlines are always given at the start of each project, and 
students are welcome to come in to the classroom any time during the day 
to work, or on Wednesdays until 6:00 p.m. 
 
Student Submissions of required work:  Students will submit all 
their work digitally and hard copies/printed as well.  Save all your work! 
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MAJOR LEARNING ACTIVITIES AND PROJECTS (there may 
be more or less assignments given at the teacher’s discretion): 
 
Date Topic Due Date (if possible) 
1st Quarter Friday Critiques and 

Artist Discussion 
 
Two unit tests 

Written response 
given each Friday, 
due on the following 
Monday. 

2nd Quarter Friday Critiques and 
Artist Discussions.  
Projects and 
occasional quiz.  

Written response 
given each Friday, 
due on the following 
Monday. 
 
 Quiz dates and 
projects will be 
assigned. 

3rd Quarter Class projects. Projects and 
deadlines will be 
assigned. 

4th Quarter Class Projects. Projects and deadlines 

will be assigned.  SLO 

will take place in June, 

and will serve as a final 

exam give in class. 
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We have read, understand, and agree to the above syllabus. 

 

 

             

Parent Signature     Student Signature 

 

 

             

Printed Name and Date    Printed Name 

 
 
 
 
 

Please sign and return this page only to Mrs. Wrotniak.  
 
 
 
 

Materials needed: 
Digital Camera or phone with a camera 

Index cards 
Pen/pencil 

Ant prong folder to hold 75 pages 
 


